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Next Month – Christmas Nibbles and Quiz

By the time you read this, Scale Model World 2021 “The world’s greatest scale model show”, will be over and I
am sure that I will be loaded down with all sorts of things I never knew I wanted until I saw them! This is my first
time at this show, not only as a club member but as your club President. Lucky me, I get to go to a meeting of all
the club presidents (can’t wait for that… stop laughing Mr. Bagshaw) A full Report on the show, (but not the
presidents meeting) will be in Decembers Sticky Fingers.
Talking of model shows I have spent quite a while recently looking through the pictures from SMW 2019 show
comparing the many club stands… seeing what looks good and not so good and looking for ways we can up our
game with our own club displays.
So, the first question is when you go around a show, what catches your eye? Is it a well laid out display? Is it a
particular model? Or is it something unusual? What never fails to amaze me is you will often see a fantastic
model completed with many hours of work, and incredible attention to detail with a superb paint finish just
plonked down onto a plain boring cloth… It looks great but what is it?
Looking at our own displays compared to some others it is clear that our models are as good as any out there
with plenty of variety and imagination on show. So how can we make it better? It’s good to see all that all our
models are on bases, this really helps then to stand out. What next? LABELS!
Why labels? Well first, it helps tell what is it? If you are as often is the case on the stand on your own and
someone asks you about a model you know nothing about, at least you can say something. I personally know
nothing about cars, and I wouldn’t expect anyone but me (sad person that I am) to have a detailed knowledge of
the Finnish air force!
A basic label could be: What it is, the scale, the manufacturer, who built it… for example

Hawker Hurricane Mk.1 - 303 Squadron 1940 - Airfix 1/72nd - Graham Hill

Possible extras to a more detailed kit could be: Any modifications or conversions etc.
If there is anything unusual or interesting about your
model, then add that. For instance, The Israeli air force
obtained a MiG 21 and gave it the number 007. This is a
picture of Sean Connery (aka 007) standing next to that
aircraft. Putting this picture next to the model of the
aircraft you would have something far more interesting
than just a plain silver MiG 21 dumped lonely and uncared
for just dumped on a table. Or perhaps a picture of Roy
Chadwick between an Avro Vulcan and an Avro 504K.
There is always a reason why we build any particular model and if it is interesting then why not share it.
Of course, not every model will have a back story but something like this will hopefully get more people to stop
and look and gives us a chance to talk to them and maybe get them to join. I hope that this has given you all food
for thought and we can make our displays much more engaging.
Our next meeting is December 20th and to keep with tradition there will be a Quiz (not too long I promise) and
please bring some nibbles to share.
In January we will start planning for a full range of meetings / activities for 2022 so if there is anything you would
like to see happen or something you want the club to do let us know. After all it is our Club, and the aim is to make
each meeting / event as enjoyable as possible.
Happy modelling,

Graham

Johns Jottings…
Hello, my fellow members…As you read this, we will have had the much-anticipated return of Scale Model
World (albeit a truncated version). Next month’s newsletter should feature a full report on the show with tales of
great finds and any shenanigans that may have occurred… at time of writing this our club is expecting to be
manned over the weekend by at least 6 members, not bad considering the overnight nature and distance in
attending the show.
Hopefully we are starting to see a return to normality in our club meetings, even returning to the large hall which
had seemed unlikely. I think it is going to take a few meetings to get back to full strength and I know without a
full AGM to sort out and plan a full year of activities the meetings are a bit sparce… this will change, just don’t
lose faith.
In addition to Telford, Hornchurch have been approached by the London Plastic Modellers Show to attend
their Sunday show in Camden on the 5th December. They have already taken on additional space to ensure
social distancing guidelines that may be in place are maintained. There is a competition with new categories to
include model trucks, tractors, and farm machinery, as well as an expanded fantasy and sci-fi section. I hope to
see some members there…

John
One rather useful process with many advantages for our hobby is the ability to create multiples of parts from kits
we are building… these can range from replacement wheels or wing tips to cockpits or seats… almost anything
really. The following is a guide to the process I came across online and I wanted to share with you all… and
hopefully you give it a go.
First, we see how to create the Silicon rubber mould….

Hope some of you find this useful and will give it a go… next month will be the Resin casting element.

